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Grade 5 
Released Writing Prompt 

 
Playing a Game 

 

Playing a game can be educational as well as fun. Think about a game that 
teaches you something while you are having fun. Write about this game and 
explain why it is both fun and educational. 

 
Each paper you will score today was written to the prompt 
above.  
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Idea Development score point  0 
 
Even though the student writes about the game of Tag, the details are consistently irrelevant 
and do not support how the game is fun and educational (go home and eat food, eating diner 
in the famley room, we lived happly happly after). 



Idea Development score point  1 
 
This student presents a game (Captan's coming) and attempts an explanation of 
how it is educational (It teaches . . . stern) and fun (It is fun because you mop . . . 
anckor). The student provides few relevant details. 







Idea Development score point  2 
 
The student presents an explanation in response to the topic (A game that is fun 
and teaches me something is basketball). The student provides relevant details 
(teaches me how to dribble, shoot and pass; teaches me about teamwork; cant 
leave somebody out; have fun in practice; to be with your friends and laugh a 
lot; play together and have fun).  







Idea Development score point  3 
 
The student chooses a game and develops a clear and focused response to the topic 
(One game that is fun and educational is chess). The student offers supporting details 
(. . . teaches you to plan ahead and to always have a backup plan, teaches patience, 
Chess teaches sacrifice, creates challenges). The student enhances the explanation by 
offering real-life experiences for supporting details. 
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Organization score point  0 
 
The response has no identifiable introduction or conclusion. Topic sentences, 
transitions, and appropriate indentations are lacking.  





Organization score point  1 
 
The student presents an introduction (I have played football and it is fun and cool) but 
no conclusion. The writer lists ideas without using transitions or appropriate spacing 
or indentation (football tote me how, football can be danders, I like football). 
Sentences lack variety and begin with simple subject-verb construction (Football is 
played all over . . . . Football can be danders . . . . I like Football beucse). 





Organization score point  2 

The writer presents an introduction (I would choose Life as my fun and educational game) 
and a conclusion (Life is a fun and educational game). Ideas are introduced in topic 
sentences (One of the fun things, Some educational things, Another educational thing) and 
indentations indicate paragraphs. The writer attempts to use a variety of sentences; 
sentences are mostly correct. 





Organization score point  3 
 
The student develops an effective introduction that presents the ideas used to build the 
structure of the paper (habitats, win prizes, identify tracks). The writer consistently uses 
topic sentences and varied transitions between and within paragraphs (First, Also, 
Lastly, if you win an animal, when givin a clue . . . then you can). The student attempts 
to use a variety of sentence structures; sentences are mostly correct. 
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Voice score point 0 
 
The student's report lacks voice and an extremely limited range of words is used. 





Voice score point 1 

The student's report reveals limited voice appropriate to the purpose (Thats how you play 
Around the World!). The student uses simple words and phrases (Fun to play, If you get 
It right). 







Voice score point 2 

The student's report reveals voice appropriate to the purpose (Volleyball is fun 
because . . . hit the ball. . . . Volleyball is educational because . . . good sport). The 
writer uses some precise words and phrases (serving position, center-back, left-back, 
When you're mad . . . as hard as you can, teaches you teamwork). 







Voice score point 3 
 
The student's report consistently reveals voice and style appropriate to the purpose 
(Here's a hint, Whoever says the answer correctly first . . . of him or her). The writer 
uses a variety of precise words and phrases (front of the room with a bunch of flash 
cards, sits down in the previous desk). The student uses a precise phrase that 
demonstrates a “play on words” (Who knows, maybe you'll even make it Around the 
World!).  
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Conventions score point  0 
 
The student misspells common words (tring, famley) and demonstrates incorrect use of 
grade-appropriate capitalization and punctuation (im, .and we had to go, The End?). The 
student demonstrates incorrect use of grade-appropriate grammar and usage (Me and 
Sally, Sally tag me, eating diner). 





Conventions score point  1 
 
Some common and grade-appropriate words are misspelled (gam, moe, scills, 
beder, exsplane, inorde). Although the writer capitalizes the beginning of 
sentences, other words are inappropriately capitalized (Be, People, Just, 
Because, Play).







Conventions score point  2 
 
 
The writer uses grade-appropriate capitalization and punctuation. Despite a few errors (alot, 
befor, probally, exsept), the student uses grade-appropriate spelling (different, practice, 
circuit). Grammar is grade-appropriate. 







Conventions score point  3 
 
The student consistently uses grade-appropriate spelling (cavity, damage, 
sicknesses). The student uses grade-appropriate capitalization and punctuation 
consistently (“I've Got a Bug in my System!”). Grammar and usage are consistently 
grade-appropriate. 
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